WHAT IS LASIK?

Lasik simply means using a laser to change the shape of the cornea.

It is a procedure to restore your distance vision by correcting your short-sightedness, long-sightedness and astigmatism. This is achieved by reshaping your cornea using a cool Excimer laser.

How long does the procedure take? Is it safe?
Laser procedures usually take our highly experienced surgeons less than 30 minutes to complete. Excimer lasers will not produce heat nor penetrate the corneal surface. Thus, Lasik by itself is safe.**

Why should I opt for Lasik?
• **Convenient:** Eliminates the need for cumbersome glasses and to stock up on contact lenses or spare glasses.
• **Long-term cost saving:** No more replacing or repairing eye wear.
• **Security:** Eyesight remains dependable in emergency situations
• **Sports:** Enjoy your favourite games and activities with no inconvenience.
• **Self-confidence:** Look better and feel better naturally.
• **Career:** Occupational flexibility in fields such as military aviation, engineering etc.
• **Travelling:** No glasses or lenses means one less hassle for vacations.
Customized Lasik
Lasik procedure will normally involve corneal flap creation, where the protective flap is gently lifted using a precise instrument called microkeratome.

After that, Customized Excimer laser is use to reshape the corneal and change refractive power permanently.
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Why Choose Customized Excimer Laser?
Like your unique fingerprints, your eyes are truly one of a kind. Not only does Customized Lasik eliminate the need for glasses and contact lenses, it factors in the unique visual characteristics of your eye with the “Wavefront” technology to measure your eye and its irregularities.
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Standard Lasik
Advantages

Recommended for those with sufficient corneal thickness to corrects:
• Shortsightedness
• Longsightedness
• Astigmatism

Customized Excimer Laser energy pulse is notably more refined, faster, precise and thinner compared to standard Excimer Laser. It all adds up to better results.

• Improved color contrast
• Outstanding vision quality
• Relatively better night vision
• Faster treatment process
• Maximized eye power stabilization
• Enhanced precision in power correction

Make an appointment with us to find out whether you are a candidate for Customised Lasik! We are always ready to deliver a new vision, a new life. Contact us at 1800-88-1201 or email us at hq@optimax.com.my
WHY CHOOSE OPTIMAX

Experience
Since 1995, we are among the professionals to perform Lasik in Malaysia. Today, we boast over 95,000 satisfied clients.

Modern Technology
From diagnosis equipment to sophisticated laser engineering, modern technologies are used.

Total Convenience
With a comprehensive network covering most cities in Malaysia, customers can keep in touch with us more easily.

ISO Certified
We are a corporation in Malaysia providing world-class Lasik services that fulfil stringent ISO requirements.

Trusted Team of Professionals
We are occupied with a resident multi-specialty Ophthalmologist, practicing Optometrist, Vision Consultant, Nurses and Laser Engineer.

Life Time Warranty
Our Vision For Life program warrants your Lasik vision for a lifetime.*

HPMRS
All our Lasik procedures achieved results of 99% in functional visual acuity and 100% in safety tests audited by the Healthcare Performance Measurement Report System (HPMRS).**

*Terms and conditions apply
**Audited by third party
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DISCLAIMER: The information in this brochure is not intended to be a substitute for professional medical advice, diagnosis or treatment. All content, including text, graphics, images and information is for general information purposes only. If you have persistent vision health problems or if you have further questions, please consult our ophthalmologists.
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